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Everyone likes to be photographed but they are terrified that you don't make them
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On the road for Selma march, Alabama 1965
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STEVE SCHAPiRO THE LOViNG LENS
Brooklyn born Steve
Schapiro discovered
photography at the age of
9 at a summer camp. He
spent decades prowling the
streets of his native New
York City trying to emulate
Henry Cartier Bresson
whom he greatly admired.
He later studied with W. Eugene Smith, pioneer
of the photo essay. Smith not only taught him the
technical skills but also formed his personal outlook
and world-view. From 1961 Schapiro worked as a
freelance photo-journalist and contributed to major
magazines. He made a name for himself with photo
essays including the working conditions of migrant
workers in Arkansas, the Apollo Theatre and drug
addicts in East Harlem. He says: “The narcotic addicts
in East Harlem accepted me because they trusted me.
Everyone likes to be photographed but they are terrified
that you don't make them look good. But I gained their
trust that I would not hurt them.” 'Gaining their trust'
has been the secret of Schapiro all along, in particular
when he covered stories relating to the Civil Rights
Movement, the assassination of Martin Luther King
and the presidential campaign of Robert Kennedy.
As picture magazines like LIFE folded in the 70s

Schapiro shifted his attention to film and produced
advertising material, posters and publicity stills for
films as varied as The Godfather, The Way We Were,
Taxi Driver, Midnight Cowboy, Rambo, Risky Business
and Billy Madison. He also was responsible for record
covers starring Barbara Streisand and David Bowie.
In 2007 he published Schapiro's Heroes which offers
intimate profiles of ten iconic figures: Muhamed Ali,
Andy Warhol, Martin Luther King, Robert Kennedy,
Ray Charles, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, James
Baldwin, Samuel Beckett, Barbara Streisand and
Truman Capote. Taschen's recent The Godfather Family
Album marks the beginning of a collaboration with
this famous publishing house and Benedikt Taschen is
certainly appearing in Clara and Julia Kuperbergs film.
Schapiro's photographs have been seen in museums
and galleries world-wide. Exhibitions in Stockholm,
Moscow and Istanbul are scheduled for 2012.
“If you're on peoples' wavelength and care about
them”, says Schapiro, “they are very responsive.” How
responsive you will see when Schapiro takes you
through his most important work which will be
juxtaposed by Clara and Julia Kuperberg with archive
footage of the events, location filming and clips
from the films Schapiro took pictures for. Many of
the celebrities he had before his lens will talk about
their experience working with Schapiro and how his
pictures changed their view of themselves.

Segregationists, St Augustine Florida 1964

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita
running time: 52’ Shot in HD

ready by the end of 1012

Barbara Streisand
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HEAVENLY VOiCES
The Legacy of Farinelli

We tell the story of how the castrati came about,
largely through Pope Sixtus V banning all women
singers from stages in the Vatican State, and how
the most gifted amongst them rose to international
stardom throughout Europe. Their performances
moved audiences for more than two hundred years,
most well known composers created heroic roles for
high voices and one English lady in Hogarth's Rake's
Progress sighed even: “One God and one Farinelli”.
Max Emanuel Cencic and Philippe Jaroussky, two of
today's singing stars, take us back in time and talk
about operatic entertainment in the Baroque age.
This will be illustrated by paintings and prints from
the time as well as major performances. We will see
David Daniels in Handel's RInaldo, Jochen Kowalsky
in Gluck's Orpheus, Cencic and Jaroussky in Conti's
Quando veggo l'usignolo, Landi's Sant' Alessio and
Ciaccona del Paradiso, while Marco Gambino shares
some interesting anecdotes about the most famous
castrati and their importance as a phenomenon
of the seventeenth and eighteenth century with
us. Interviews with Max Emanuel Cencic, Philippe
Jaroussky and Ernesto Tomasini, visiting Handel House
London, round off this part of the programme.
As music trends changed and the subject matter
of opera became more mundane the castrati
disappeared from the scene. Rossini's Arsace in
Aureliano in Palmira is the only part for a castrato by

the composer. And Alessandro Moraeschi, the last
know castrato, died in 1820. We have a rare bit of
archive footage with him. Female sopranos began to
take over and we shall enjoy clips with Ann Murry in
Xerxes and Janet Baker in Julius Cesar. Top soprano
Luciana d´Intino will demonstrate her abilities and talk
about the rivalry between female and male voices.
In the 1950s high male voices came back into favour
in the guise of counter tenors and pop/rock singers
such as Jimmy Scott. Today's popular artists with their
falsetto technique allow us to revisit the Baroque
period and better understand the musical legacy of
the castrati. We meet Sylvester, Jimmy Sommerville,
Martyn Jaques, Aérea Negrot in a selection of
clips and follow Ernesto Tomasi to the baroque
Teatro Arrigoni in San Vito al Tagliamento, where he
demonstrates how old and new fuse together to
provide an entertaining and unforgettable evening.
Ernesto Tomasi will also explain how the voice is the
means of expression of one's soul.
Internationally renowned speech therapist
Franco Fussi and psychologist Laura Pigozzi explain,
what our voices reveal about our personality and
the programme ends with a formidable assembly
of today's counter tenors recording Artaserse by
Leonardo Vinci, written 300 years ago for the most
famous of castrati of the time, now performed by
Cencic, Jaroussky, Fagioili, Minenko, Barna-Sabadus and

Behle under the direction of Diego Fasolis.
While Max Emanuel Cencic pleads for reviewing
past operas for today's audiences Philippe Jaroussky
describes how the character he portrays is connected
to his own personality.

directed by Alessandro Scillitani
produced by TICO film
running time: 52’ Shot in HD
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iN LOVE WiTH ALMA COGAN

The present day, a small, slightly faded resort at
the tip of eastern England. Perched at the end of the
windblown pier is the Pavilion Theatre, which presents
a popular traditional summer show.
Norman, the theatre manager has worked
there for forty years and is frustrated by the town
council’s plan to hand the place over to commercial
management. They bring in Eddie Richards to ‘help’
with the winter programming. Eddie and Norman
were teenage friends, but Norman doesn’t trust
him and Sandra, Norman’s loyal assistant, becomes
increasingly concerned about Norman’s state of mind.
Eddie comes up with some comically bizarre
programming plans, which Norman vetoes. But Eddie
is convinced that an Alma Cogan tribute will be a
hit with an audience old enough to remember the

biggest singing star of the fifties and early sixties.
Norman is appalled - he once had an embarrassingly
unconsummated one night stand with Alma and it has
blighted his life ever since.
He also thinks that Eddie had an affair with Alma,
but when Sandra assures him this didn’t happen,
he supports his plan. During the hugely successful
concert the lifeboat is called out and Norman
volunteers for one last time. Sandra realises what
her anxiety about this mad escapade indicates, so
when Norman returns safely she is thrilled when he
announces that he will retire and let Eddie run the
theatre. She resigns as well and goes off to be a singer
on a cruise liner - and Norman goes with her.

Starring
Roger Lloyd Pack, Niamh Cusack, Gwyneth Strong,
Neil McCaul, Christian Brassington, Simon Green,
Gary Martin, Ann Firbank, Terry Molloy,
Catrine Kirkman as Alma and Keith Barron.

Written & directed by Tony Britten
produced by Pier Films
running time: 94’ Shot on Super 16
transfered to HD

Tony Britten
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QUiCK HiTS
The Talbot Players who have just been
commissioned a second episode of Sound Tracks
for PBS are also supplying PBS with Quick Hits. The
format is intriguingly simple with one of the Sound
Tracks reporters interviewing one of the greats from
the world of jazz, pop, rock, world and classical music.
Each artist will perform a few of his or her recent hits,
talk about their lives and plans. This format is being reedited into coherent 10-12 minute programmes that
can be used either as interstitials or a series stripped
across the week, for example in a summer season.
The Talbot Players have in the meantime finished
15 Quick Hits including Abigail Washburn, Seun Kuti,
Dengue Fever, Helene Grimaud, Ozomatli, KT Tunstall,
Meklit Hadero, Seu Jorge, Jovanotti, Tom Harrell,
Sharon Jones and Charles Bradley, Milos Karadaglic,
Piers Faccini, Yuja Wang and most recently Rock
Legend Levon Helm.
Helm is drummer and lead singer of The Band.
When his Ramble at the Ryam recently won Best
American Album, he made it three in a row three nominations, three wins - following Grammy
awards for his previous albums Dirt Farmer (2007)
and Electric Dirt (2009). Not bad for a 71 year old
survivor of throat cancer, who had once lost his voice
completely.
These days a happy to be alive Levon Helm

presides over what he calls “midnight rambles”,
concerts in his Woodstock, NY barn, where he is
surrounded by musical friends and family including his
daughter, singer Amy Helm. His voice may be raspy
but his energetic drumming and high-beam smile
can warm the coldest winter night. Following rousing
versions of The Weight and Ophelia Helm invited
Marco Werman into his house for an after midnight
conversation.

directed by John MacGibbon
produced by The Talbot Players
running time: 12’ Shot in HD
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David Altmejd. "The Eye," 2008. Wood and mirror; 129 1/2 x 216 1/2 x 144 1/2 inches overall. Installation at Gallery Met at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, NY, October 13, 2008–January 30, 2009. Photo: Tom Powel. Courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York. © David Altmejd.
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ART:21 - SEASON SiX
Poorhouse International
is proud to distribute the
sixth season of “Art in the
Twenty-First Century,” the
Peabody Award-winning,
biennial public television
series produced by Art21
that presents exclusive
documentary profiles of the
most iconic artists working
today. It premieres nationally
on PBS on Friday, April 13
at 9:00pm (ET). Among the
artists featured in the new
season is Ai Weiwei, the

The premiere episode, Change, airing April 13,
features Ai Weiwei, El Anatsui and Catherine Opie.
The artists in this hour bear witness, in their work, to
transformation - cultural, material, and aesthetic - and
actively engage communities as collaborators and
subjects. Opie visits her childhood hometown
of Sandusky, Ohio, for a series of photos of Lake
Erie taken during different seasons for a permanent
installation at the Cleveland Clinic, and photographs
shopkeepers in the Los Angeles neighborhood near
her current home. In his studio in Nigeria, Anatsui
oversees young studio assistants from the local
community who work with him to create sculptures
made from bottle caps, a found material from
discarded liquor bottles that Anatsui began working
with for the aesthetic properties of the caps, which
also can allude to the role of international commerce
in African history. During his incarceration, Ai Weiwei’s
assistants, E-Shyh Wong and Inserk Yang come to
New York in his place for the unveiling of Ai’s

David Altmejd

Boundaries, airing on April 20, features David
Altmejd, Tabaimo, assume vivid astro focus, and Lynda
Benglis. The artists in this episode synthesize disparate
aesthetic traditions, present taboo subject matter,
discover innovative uses of media, and explore the
shape-shifting potential of the human figure. In
his studio in New York City, French Canadian artist
Altmejd constructs “The Vessel” and “The Swarm,”
massive Plexiglass and plaster sculptures that
Altmejd describes as “laboratories” within which he
can experiment with different materials and ideas,
contrasting images of menace with sensual
tenderness. Tabaimo, Japan’s representative to

Ai Weiwei

celebrated Chinese artist
whom Chinese authorities
arrested in April last year and
later released after 81 days
of detention, charging him
with a $2 million tax bill. He
has been embraced by human
rights activists internationally
as a symbol of the struggles
in China regarding freedom of
expression.

Mary Reid Kelley with Patrick Kelley. "The Syphilis of Sisyphus," video still, 2011. HD video, 11 minutes 2 seconds.
Support provided by The Curtis R. Priem Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center (EMPAC).
Courtesy the artists and Fredericks & Freiser, New York. © Mary Reid Kelley.

public artwork near Central Park Circle of Animals/
Zodiac Heads. Wong and Yang provide insight into
his working processes and their belief that neither
they nor we should remain silent about his detention.
During his September 2011 interview with Art21,
Ai comments on his marble sculpture of a
surveillance camera, an object increasingly present in
modern life in all societies, which, he says is used to
“secretly monitor people’s behavior”. “But once it’s
marble” he continues, “it’s only being watched. It’s not
functioning anymore.”

the 2011 Venice Biennale, draws inspiration from
traditional and contemporary Japanese culture as
she creates immersive, surreal, and sometimes
humorous - or disturbing - video installations. In
her video Public ConVENience she explores the
uncomfortable boundaries - or lack thereof between public and private space in the Internet age.
The artist team assume vivid astro focus - Brazilian
- born Eli Sudbrack and Paris-based artist Christophe
Hamaide-Pierson - describe their unique process
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assume vivid astro focus. "assume vivid astro focus VII," 2003. Mixed media installation; dimensions variable. Installation at Deitch Projects, New
York. Photo: Tom Powell Imaging. Courtesy Deitch Projects, New York. © assume vivid astro focus.
Lynda Benglis

of working together while being separated by an
ocean, and how their visually explosive installations
originate with an exchange of written ideas that
become transformed into energy. A video pioneer
and sculptor, Lynda Benglis transcends painting and
sculpture by creating solid forms with liquid materials
that challenge viewers’ perceptions of movement and
gravity.
History, airing April 27, features Glenn Ligon, Mary
Reid Kelley, and Marina Abramovic´. History is a
theme woven throughout the work of these artists,
who mine personal and collective narratives and
play with historical events to explore and expose
commonly held assumptions about historic “truth”,
and reveal connections between past events and
the lived present. A retrospective of Ligon’s work at
the Whitney Museum provides a backdrop for his
personal history growing up in New York, as well as
for the disparate influences that contribute to his
mature work - from DeKooning, to children’s coloring
books of the 1970’s, to classics of American literature
by writers such as Gertrude Stein or Zora Neale
Hurston. Mary Reid Kelley invites family members to
perform with her in elaborate costumes and punning
verse to create her new video The Syphilis of Sisyphus,
based upon her witty, feminist interpretation of
aspects of the French Enlightenment. Abramovic´, an
artist who draws upon her upbringing in Communist
Yugoslavia and offers insights into her artistic vision
via her personal manifesto, appears in a new video
piece created in collaboration with video artist
Charles Atlas. A Consulting Director for Art21, Atlas
will be featured in the 2012 Whitney Biennial. It is the
first time in Art21’s history that the artist profile itself
is an original work of art.
Balance, airing May 4, features Rackstraw
Downes, Robert Mangold and Sarah Sze. Through
sculpture, paintings, and installations, the artists in
this hour grapple with equilibrium and disequilibrium
as they create highly structured works that
challenge conventional notions of perception and
representation. Having painted in small-town Maine
and downtown Manhattan, British-born Downes
travels through rural Texas in search of new
landscapes to inspire his panoramic paintings which
explore the quandaries of representing the three
dimensional world in two dimensions. Mangold, from
his country studio in upstate New York, translates the
most basic of formal elements - shape, line, and color
- into paintings, prints, and drawings whose simplicity
of form expresses complex ideas. On a much larger
scale, Mangold creates a permanent installation of
tall, colored glass panels at the federal courthouse in
Buffalo, NY. Sze builds her installations and intricate
sculptures from the minutiae of everyday life, imbuing
mundane materials, marks, and processes with
surprising significance. In New York City’s High Line
park, she strikes a balance between form and function
as she creates a sculpture as a postmodern bird
habitat as well as a study of architectural perspective
and space.

directed by Susan Sollins
produced by Art:21
running time: 4 x 57’ Shot in HD

Glenn Ligon. "Untitled (America)," 2008. Neon and paint; 24 x 168 inches.
Rubell Family Collection. Courtesy of Regen Projects, Los Angeles. © Glenn Ligon.

Rackstraw Downes. "Demolition and Excavation on the Site of the Equitable Life Assurance Society’s New Tower at 7th Avenue and
52nd Street," 1983. Oil on canvas; 32 x 36 inches. Collection AXA Equitable, New York.
Photo: Zindman/Fremont. Courtesy Betty Cuningham Gallery. © Rackstraw Downes.
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"Sensational. Here is a production opera houses are going to die for."

LA BOHEME "Herheim’s finest so far"
Giacomo Puccini's 'La Bohème'
is one of the four or five most
performed operas worldwide
together with 'The Magic Flute',
'La Traviata', 'Carmen' and 'The
Marriage of Figaro'. It is by
chance also the most performed
of all operas in Norway.

Puccini was of course very much looking forward
to the world première of his latest opera at Teatro
Regio in Turin on February 1st, 1896. In the pit he
had the 28 year old Arturo Toscanini. To their great
surprise the opera flopped. Carlo Bersezio reviewed
it in the Gazetta Piemontese as follows: “Nobody may
pretend that La Bohème was a success artistically. The
music is superficial…In as much as this Bohème will
not make a deeper impression on the audience it will
leave no traces in the history of opera.” That just shows
how critics and audiences can get it absolutely wrong
and that time only will tell what will become a true
masterpiece. Anyway the second production at Teatro
dell`Argentina in Rome on February 23rd of the
same year did not do very well either. Nor did the
third at Teatro San Carlo in Naples. It was Leopoldo
Mugnone in Palermo on April 14th who finally
achieved the breakthrough. The public apparently
had expected an opera in the romantically tragic
vein of Manon Lescaut. La Bohème in its mixture of
lighthearted and sentimental scenes and its largely
conversational style, was reminiscent of operetta
and, in addition, displayed impressionist features in
its harmony and orchestration. In other words it was
innovative and the first of three operas by the team
of Illica, Giacosa and Puccini which Puccini´s publisher
Ricordi jokingly called the “Holy Trinity”. The plot
drawn from Henry Murger´s autobiographical Scènes
de la vie de Bohème was stripped to its essentials,
thereby creating a rather fast moving story which all
the same left room for some of the greatest arias the
composer has ever written.
When Stefan Herheim was invited to produce a new
version of this successful piece at the new Opera
House in Oslo he stated: “In bringing La Bohème
into a present-day setting with this new production we
hope to revive the immediate power of suggestion and
importance that this work at one time revelled in.”

As Stefan Herheim grew up with the Norwegian
National Opera´s old production from 1963 which
was performed up until the move to Norway's
new Opera House in 2008, he decided together
with his scenographer and designer Heike Scheele
to incorporate the old production - as a nostalgic
memory - into his contemporary interpretation of
the opera. Here the principal female character, Mimi,
does not die of tuberculosis as in Puccini's original
19th century work, but of cancer. And his bohemian
companions including Musetta are at the same time
doctors and hospital personal as well as the death.
Herheim and conductor Eivind Gullberg Jensen
assembled a wonderful cast. Marita Sølberg is a singer
to watch and probably her performance here marks
the break through to an international career.

directed by Stein-Roger Bull
produced by NordicStories AS
running time: 90’ Shot in HD with
5.1 Surround Sound

Dagbladet

LA BOHEME

An opera by Giacomo Puccini
Musical Director Eivind Gulber Jensen
Stage Director Stefan Herheim
Sets & Costumes Heike Scheele

Orchestra and Chorus of the
National Opera Oslo
cast
Mimi Marita Sølberg
Rodolfo Diego Torre
Marcello Vasily Ladyuk
Musetta Jennifer Rowley

Poorhouseinternational
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ˇ BELOHLÁVEK
ˇ
JiRí

A CONDUCTOR WiTHOUT A FUSS
Our profile, commissioned by CTV to celebrate
Belohlávek’s
return to the helm of the Czech
ˇ
Philharmonic in autumn 2012, combines
performances, rehearsals, archive footage and
interviews with the man himself and those close to
him.

directed by Reiner E. Moritz
produced by Poorhouse International
in association with CTV
running time: 55’ Shot in HD

Photos @ Calive Barda

Jirí
is one of those conductors who
ˇ Belohlávek
ˇ
started out as a string player having studied cello
with Milosˆ Sádlo. This gives him a unique feeling for
orchestral colours and indeed members of
the BBCSO, whose current music director he is,
all agree that Belohlávek
has given this orchestra
ˇ
quite a distinct new sound. Belohlávek
is a stickler
ˇ
for detail and rehearses every piece to perfection in
order to let go and make music when it comes to
performances. He graduated from the Conservatory
and Academy of Musical Arts in Prague, went on
to study conducting with Sergiu Celibidache and
was appointed assistant conductor at the Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra. He also conducted the
Brno Philharmonic from 1972 to 1978 , the Prague
Symphony Orchestra from 1977 to 1989 and
succeeded Václav Neuman as musical director of the
Czech Philharmonic in 1990. When the orchestra
re-organised itself and voted for Gerd Albrecht as
chief conductor Belohlàvek
left prematurely and
ˇ
founded the Prague Philharmonia in 1993 with the
help of the Ministry of Defense which had offered
funding to train 40 musicians. When the Ministry
withdrew its funding a year later Belohlávek
found
ˇ
private sponsorship and became musical director
of the orchestra until 2005. Having been principle
guest conductor with the BBCSO for many years he
was appointed its musical director in 2006, arguably
the most important musical appointment in the UK.
It involves many appearances at the Proms and in
particular the Last Night of the Proms where the
conductor inevitably is drawn into addressing the
audience. Belohlávek
bravely complied with little
ˇ
command of English at the time and we will of course
use a clip of this appearance in our film.
Having lost the key position in Prague Belohlávek
ˇ
obviously looked abroad and conducted several
operas in Glyndebourne including the legendary
Tristan and Isolde in 2003 of which a critic remarked
“Sussex not Bayreuth is the home of real opera
lovers”. In December 2004 Belohlávek
made his
ˇ
debut at the Met with Kát'a Kabanová with Karita
Mattila in the title role. Since then he has guested at
many houses from San Francisco Opera to Teatro
Real in Madrid. He clearly has a great affinity with
Czech composers such as Dvorak,
ˇ Smetana, Janácek
ˇ
and Martinu
˚ but also excels in the Romantic and
Impressionist repertoire.

Poorhouseinternational
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CONCERTS FOR TELEViSiON
PARIS GOES EAST
Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka
Overture to Ruslan and Lyudmila 5:30 min.
Aram Ilyich Katchaturian
Concerto for piano and orchestra 32 min
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Symphony Nr. 6, Pathétique, 50 min
Conductor Kazuki Yamada
Orchestre de Paris
Soloist Jean-Yves Thibaudet
Rusland and Lyudmila is considered to be the
greatest achievement of Glinka. The opera is based
on a poem by Pushkin and blends popular Russian
and oriental elements. The overture is a very virtuosic
piece and it is often used for auditioning string
players.
Khachaturian's piano concerto had its US
premiere in March 1942 at the Julliard School in New
York and was an instant success. One critic remarked:
"There is no piano concerto in the entire literature to
equal this one in sheer energy, speed and sheer drive. It
happens also to be pretty good music."
The Pathétique is undoubtedly Tchaikovsky’s
swansong and at the same time the sum total of his
talents as a composer and orchestrator. The second
movement is a surprising five/four Waltz and the last
a heart-breaking Adagio. The composer wrote to his
friend Bob Davydov that he definitely considered it
to be the best, the "most sincere" of all his works.

RiCARDO CHAiLLY
CONDUCTS
ORCHESTRE DE PARiS

Beethoven Prometheus Overture op. 43 ca. 6 min
Piano Concerto Nr. 2 op. 19 ca. 30 min. Maurice Ravel
Daphnis et Chloé, complete with chorus, ca. 55 min.
Conductor Ricardo Chailly, Orchestre de Paris,
Chorus of Orchestsre de Paris
Soloist Maria João Pires
Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus was a commission
by the Italian choreographer Salvatore Viganò and
premièred at the Burgtheater in Vienna on March
28th, 1801. The plot was probably taken from
Goethe's poem and there is reason to believe that
Beethoven identified himself with this mythological
figure.
The original version of the second piano concerto
was premièred with Antonio Salieri conducting and
the composer as soloist. It marks the beginning of
Beethoven's fame in Vienna as a virtuoso as well as
composer.
The rarely played complete Daphnis et Chloé was
composed for the Ballets Russes and dates from the
time when Stravinsky had a triumph with his Firebird.
The Russian composer's influence is noticeable.

directed by Sebastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time: ca.90’ Shot in HD

directed by Francois-René Martin
produced by LGM
running time: ca.90’ Shot in HD
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THE WiTCH HUNT iS ON
In 2011 the New York
Times titled “In the heat
of summer the Cold War is
back!” Although the Cold
War virtually ended with the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
Hollywood still relies on it for
box office value.
Remember Salt in which Angelina Jolie shelters
a CIA agent accused of being a Russian spy and
Countdown to Zero, a documentary about nuclear
threats in the post-soviet era? The witch hunt has
been on for more than fifty years and Hollywood
has cashed in on fear and paranoia ever since.
During World War II there were the Nazis, and the
Russian people were supported “in their heroic
fight” against the aggressor. Once the Nazis had
been defeated and the Cold War was under way the
roles were reversed and yesterday's allies became
today's enemies. America went hysterical with
anti-communist paranoia. Michael Barson, author of
Red Scared, and Steven Heller, New York Times art
director, will take us through the ups and downs
of the American movie industry, which is always in
search of some enemy. At one time the ignominious
House Un-American Activities Committee was set
up and McCarthy had his day in hunting communists
in Hollywood. Even Humphry Bogart had to use his
formidable publicity machine to make clear to the
American public that he was no communist. The
participation of left wing artists in movies became a
liability.

After the communists came the spies and
Hollywood presented two kinds of agents. One was
the Super Spy as in James Bond, a glamorous seducer
fighting against Russian enemies who threatened to
destroy the world. The other kind of spy was more
realistic and an everyday agent drawn from books
by John Le Carré, Len Deighton and Somerset
Maugham. Films like The Spy who came in from the
Cold or even Hitchcock's Tom Curtain come to mind
as representative of the latter kind. And with The
Conversation or Three Days of the Condor Hollywood
discovered and exploited yet another enemy, the
big brother watches you syndrome, i.e. spying on
one's own population. While the Star Wars project
contributed to the fall of the Soviet Union John Milius
all the same directed Red Dawn, a deeply paranoid
film about the invasion of the US by Soviet forces
resulting in a gang of teenagers led by Patrick Swayze
forming a guerilla group to resist occupation!
And Hollywood cheerfully marches on from one
imagined threat to the next provided it makes money,
and this will go on as long as its audience's fascination
with communists, spies and evil empires continues. In
other words “The Russians are still coming!” And it
took Hollywood until 1997 to rehabilitate some of its
greatest talent blacklisted in the fifties.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films running
time: 52’ Shot on Digibeta 16:9
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backstage
Barbara Thompson

"Historic. Opera doesn’t get better than Friday’s
premiere of Stefan Herheim’s La Bohème." Ballade
"A "La Bohème" which provokes and moves."
Dagsavisen

"The star on this evening sky of an opera was Marita
Sølberg (Mimì)" Vårt Land

"... this TV programme is probably the first time I have
seen Parkinson's shown in its entirety warts & all!"
"The Mike Dibb documentary was typically brilliant,
representative of Dibb's special knack as regards any
topic he chooses. ...struck a great balance between
performance, creativity and Parkinson's details, and
probably pretty arduous to get right. Yet the film doc.
looks totally effortless and accessible to viewers."

NEW PROGRAMMES
NOW AVAiLABLE FOR
DELiVERY

EUGENE ONEGiN 170’
EUGENE ONEGiN: HAPPiNESS SO
CLOSE English version 57’
ART iN THE 21ST CENTURY,
SEASON SiX 4 X 57’

Bernard Haitink

OUT ON DVD

Arte Editions is currently launching a
comprehensive insight into the recent history of
Combodia including a three part series about Pot
Pot's reign of terror and a two part series about
Kaing Guek Eav alias Comrade Duch. Comrade Duch
or Welcome to Hell deals with the director of the
infamous high security prison Tuol Sleng or S-21
during the Khmer Rouge era.
Both series have been directed by Adrian Maben
who also made the highly successful Mao - A Chinese
Tale series. Poorhouse International is pleased to
distribute both for television and Home Video outside
France.

PRESS - SYMPHONY No.15

This is what the BBC Music Magazine has to say
about Bernard Haitink´s interpretation of Shostakovich
Symphony No 15:

This vividly recorded performance seems to probe
even deeper, especially in the slow movement where
Haitink´s supreme control for pacing ensures that all
the pregnant silences in the music are imbued with
a real sense of anxiety. The frozen stillness evoked
here in fact makes the sudden unleashing of anger
from the full orchestra all the more terrifying, and I
have never heard the ensuing string threnody sound
quite so disembodied. The Concertgebouw delivers
sensationally taut playing.

This recording and the Brahms Violin Concerto
with Frank Peter Zimmermann are available in HD.
La Boheme

PLAYING AGAINST
TIME

Here are some audience reactions to the
broadcast of Playing Against Time shown on BBC4,
Sunday 19th February at 9pm:

"Everyone involved in this moving documentary
deserves the highest praise. The Beeb should repeat it
on BBC2 as a 'stand-alone' programme...it deserves a
wider audience."
"BRILLIANT Programme. Watched from start to
finish..."
"... moving, funny, sad, frightening and beautiful.
Incredibly inspiring documentary about virtuoso sax
player and composer Barbara Thompson's struggle
with Parkinson's" Music Teacher Mag
'Hugely inspirational programme on BBC 4 about music
and coping with Parkinson's Disease with incredible
jazz saxophonist, Barbara Thompson."

Catherine Opie. "Justin Bond," 1993. From the series "Portraits."
C-print; 20 x 16" Edition of 8, 2 AP. Courtesy of Regen Projects,
Los Angeles. © Catherine Opie.

DiDONE 175’
LA BOHEME (OSLO) 90’
PAAVO JÄRVi CONDUCTiNG
ORCHESTRE DE PARIS WiTH
ˇ
ESCAiCH, DVORAK
AND
SAiNT-SAËNS 90'
KAZUKi YAMADA CONDUCTiNG
ORCHESTRE DE PARiS WiTH
GLiNKA, KATCHATURiAN AND
TCHAiKOVSKY 90'

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

The UK is on of the most important televison
markets and fairly indicative for new trends. While
trade fairs concentrate more and more on newfangled delivery systems the reality seems to be
different. According to the Broadcaster’s Audience
Research Board (BARB) the overwhelming majority
of viewers prefer to watch TV as it is broadcast and
on a TV set if possible.
The recently released figures show that 90.6% of
all linear TV is watched live, only 9.4% is time-shifted.
During 2011 the average viewing per week was 28
hours, with 18 hours of that being commercial TV. It
is time maybe, to focus a little more on content again
instead of apps.

MIPDOC & MiP-TV 2012

PRESS - LA BOHEME
"Sensational. Here is a production opera houses are
going to die for." NRK

During MIPDOC and MIP TV Dr. Reiner Moritz
will be at the Media Stand H4.35, Tel. +33 (0)4
92998596, and at the apartment:
Armenonville, Entry 5, 6th Floor, 9 Rond Point
Duboys d'Angers, Tel. +33 (0)4 83440891.

"Opera at its best. By focusing on the uncomfortable
Stefan Herheim makes the story about La bohème
especially beautiful." Aftenposten
"Stefan Herheim lifts «La Bohème» up to a new and
existential level and sheds new light on both action
and the music. Congratulations." VG [SIX DICE]
Herheim’s finest so far." Dagbladet
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